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Hayward Spa Blower –
Turbo Charge your Spa
Experience

The Hayward Spa Blower
delivers quiet performance and
powerful, soothing bubbles that
instantly enhance any spa
experience.
A unique motor with replaceable
parts extends product life, while
a 1-year warranty offers added
peace of mind. Available in
multiple voltages and
horsepower ratings
The full spring check valve
prevents water from reaching
the motor and a unique rubber
motor base provides extremely
quiet operation.
With simple installation and
maintenance, our Spa Blower
will provide maximum
relaxation every season along
with signature Hayward Jet
fittings and heating solutions for
a Totally Hayward Spa
Experience.

Hayward Jet-Air ® III
Hydrotherapy Fitting

Deck Jet 500

The Jet-Air
III system
is one
fitting that
does it all –
adjustable,
fully
directional
recessed!

acoustic appeal of your pool

– Elevate the visual and

and

SP1434 VariFlo Jet
You have
interchangeable jet nozzles
allowing for multiple
configuration options to achieve
the massage effect you want.
Control the water and air flow
right at the jet face.

The
swivel
ball assembly is
fully recessed in the wall fitting
and has full regulation at the
nozzle.
SP1434 VariFlo – Fully
adjustable and directional

The Jet-Air III gives high
performance action and
requires just 10 gpm for
efficient operation.
Use the Jet-Air III for
hydrotherapy/whirlpool action
in both in-ground and aboveground spas.

The Deck Jet 500 creates an
arching stream from the deck to
the pool. The flow and direction
are simple to adjust without
tools.
The Deck Jet 500 features an
attractive bronzecoated cover and
the industry's only
height adjustment
mechanism for
perfect deck
alignment even
after settling WFJ100 Deck Jet
occurs.
The Deck Jet 500 can be used
in
» Sun-Shelves
» Spas
» Spill Overs
» Fountains
» Splash Pads
Multiple jets used together can
also help cool the water a few
degrees.

Hayward PSV Series
check valves and
2 way/3-way
diverter valves
make water flow
management
simple and
maintenance free.
Hayward valves are
manufactured with NSF
certification. All components
are made of corrosion
resistant materials
allowing for 3-way Valve
improved
performance
over an
extended life.
The diverter valves feature a
patented handle for quick
customization of valve ports.
PSV Series valves are available
in multiple
materials, size and
port configurations
to accommodate
most new
Check Valve
construction and
aftermarket applications
The PSV diverter valves are
compatible with
Hayward’s GVA24 electric valve
actuators that
can be used
with Hayward
GVA-24 Actuator
automation
systems like the OmniLogic®,
the OmniHub® and the bestselling AquaSolar® GL-235™
controller.

ProHayward
stainless steel
ladders are
available in three
different models
to suit both
overflow pools
and skimmer
pools.

Combination
Type

Electric Pool Heaters

Skimmer
Type

The ProHayward
ladders are
manufactured with
“easy-to-grip”
43mm diameter,
SS304 tubes.
With a mirror like
finish, hidden
thread bolts and a

mechanically
fixed anti-slip
pad, the
ProHayward
ladder has
Overflow
features that
Type
are
appreciated by builders and
users alike.
Each ladder is conveniently
packaged in
one box with
all the
necessary
hardware for
installation
including the anchors,
escutcheons and non-scuff
rubber bumpers.
Ladder Tread
Each nonslip tread
features the
famous “H” logo.

Coates has been the trusted
name for quality and reliability
of electric pool water heating
equipment since the 1940s and
continues to lead the industry in
performance. IMG is one of the
international distributors for
Coates Heaters.
The export
model
heaters are
available
from 12kW to
180kW and most can be
ordered in single or three phase
models.
These medium capacity pool
and spa heaters feature a builtin flow switch to prevent
operation when there is no
water flow.
Heaters for high capacity
commercial pool installations,
available up to 300kW,
incorporate design features that
increase service life,
dependability and provide ease
of servicing.
Corrosion
resistant all
stainless steel
tank surfaces
and low watt density Incoloy
elements provide long, troublefree service life.
Coates heaters can be
consolidated with US
shipments.

